
Modeling the Way (2-days) 

BJ North, CRE, ITE, MHRS  

works as a consultant to build bridges across uncommon grounds 

such as those from businesses to community, individuals to com-

munity resources, and agencies to consumers. She has been able 

to assist various community agencies to service better those they 

work with by helping people to hear and speak to one anther in 

the spirit of mutual respect. She uses a common foundation for her 

approach in teaching this, the use of language from cultural per-

 

ZOOM 
 

Meeting information will be email 
to registrants 

 

 

June 24 & 26, 2020 
 

9:00 am - 1:00 pm 
 

Registration starts at 8:30 am 

BHSD Learning Partnership Presents: 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
This workshop offers an experience in creating an environment that models a way of learning and 
sharing with others. We will explore mutually-supportive relationships with ourselves and others as a 
model of flexible and connecting relationships. We will learn the importance of listening to ourselves 
and others, detaching from our personal reactions to what others are saying, hearing what is being 
said from another, and letting go of the need to react with an automatic reply. We will touch on how 
to validate, honor, respect and have unconditional high regard in our responses with another. In do-
ing this we can start Modeling The Way of supportive connections. 

This workshop is designed with discussions that assist us in a discovery of values and beliefs that we 
may unconsciously speak from in our relationships. In this workshop we will use experiential exercis-
es from stories that we have in our lives where we have modeled something other than connection. 
We will learn about choices that enhance connections and strengthen our experiences with our-
selves and others. 
 
 

OBJECTIVES:  Through this workshop participants will be able to: 

• Describe the aspects of a mutually-supportive relationship 

• Discover values and beliefs to support connection and validation in our relationships 

• Apply reflective listening skills to model connecting and validating responses 

• Identify individualized next steps to enhance our skills in modeling the way  
 

Target Audience:  Santa Clara County Behavioral Health Services staff and contract agencies 
CEU credit is NOT offered for this training. 

Please contact Learning Partnership if you need accommodations for one of our trainings at 408-792-
3900. 

Do you have a Grievance?  Please call Learning Partnership at 408-792-3900. 
 

Our Trainings are free.  Register online at sccLearn 


